
RAPBELLIONS - I'M NOT PARTICIPATING

[Verse 1: LAPAZ]

I'm not participating, cause my children are sacred to me
I want them to be free, so I'd rather die than to watch them suffering
The ones who defend our rights are led away by the police
I want you both to know that daddy never gives up

We all agree that it's about time
and the solution are the people - never a political party
I have to save face so for God's sake I show it
no matter what I have to lose, no matter how high the price is

[Verse 2: TBURNA]

I'm not participating, cause I'm not down with the plague of masks
fuck your dictatorship that makes children's eyes cry
the devil, the murderer is behind all of the thousand weapons tests
bro, what you wanna do when this (ventilation-) tube weakens your breathing?

take your occultism and I'll defeat it with the help of Jesus Christ
this miscellaneous fascism makes me sick like these pussies in the game
underexposed rappers are lost because of the morbid agenda 
stick a saw blade in the ass of Klaus Schwab

[Verse 3: BEATUS]

I'm not participating, they want me to get vaccinated
Economy is damaged and the masks are compulsory
I already noticed what's going on eight years ago
and everything comes true, but the sheep are blind

Satanic slaves are apathic and sick,
I say: "Fuck NWO" and I save face.
They follow the plan, there's no coincidence
Be sure, we bring down the Tower of Babel

[Verse 4: HOLY SMOKEZ]

I'm not participating (forget it) don't live like a slave
I paid attention in history, see how they fail miserably
they're living by rules and don't say a thing, wear their masks obediently
I gave up asking, can't stand their grimaces



I'm running, I'm flying, I'm fleeing, I shed a tear
can't believe that, I pray, so many displaced souls
How they willingly torment themselves, just doesn't want to get in my head
brother the madness has to end, look it's time to stop this

[Hook: XAVIER NAIDOO]

I'm not participating
It doesn't make sense, your poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

It doesn't make sense, this poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

[Verse 5: GOETHE]

"I'm not participating!", I hear myself saying,
but how serious this is, that is measured by the deeds.
Isn't it funny, that a bunch of psychopaths
almost enslave the entire human race just like that?

I'm outside the matrix, one half doesn't feel anything
the other half sees what is happening but remains silent.
Terrifying zeitgeist, but my soul remains free
Everyday in resistance - Karma gives me a high five

[Verse 6: SKITEKK]

I'm not participating any longer, I don't stand in line just for a prick
I destroy the needle with your poison and I kick the guard
I'm not a wimp that just gives in like these hypocrites from this biz
True German Hip Hop is recreated out of this crap

It used to be Visa Vie, now it's Stasi-Vie (ref. to a german moderator)
the influencers follow the agenda just like Cardi B,
she plays with her punani in front of little kids, who are imitating it like doing coke
I'm not participating any longer, I don't give a fuck and I warn them.

[Verse 7: TWANIE]

The point is I'm not participating, it all goes against the grain for me.
The vaccination campaign is a trick: first the passport, then the chip
whoever participates has lost their mind, a tactical ruse



the poison works slowly, so that the trap catches every rat.

Brother & Sis, don't believe anything that Satan promises you.
Conditional freedom means you have no freedom at all.
I'm a warrior of prayer, because the battle begins with me being on my knees
Go out in the streets and tell about Jesus - that's how resistance makes sense.

[Verse 8: DER TYP]

I'm not participating any longer! Der Typ (The Guy) is released from the shackles.
I wear no mask just to rap some notes for you.
They want to hide the solution, they put the mob in chains
Forget the sheep, it's time to awaken the lions.

And the resistance movement gets louder, but they refuse to hear it.
They don't want to see it like impaired dyslexics.
Then you bury grandpa, cause he dies from AstraZeneca
who warned you though? The conspiracy theorist.

[Hook: XAVIER NAIDOO]

I'm not participating
It doesn't make sense, your poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

It doesn't make sense, this poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

[Verse 9: BUSTEK]

I'm not participating any longer cause that is my duty
I'll bring you and your mask to court
If you don't like that read the court ruling from Weimar
Cause my health isn't worth less than yours

let's talk about facts but please don't let us speculate what could be
cause everything else would be anything but constructive
lockdown, vaccination card, masks, everything came true!
Please don't tell your children you haven't been warned

[Verse 10: E1F]

I'm not participating, E1f has better things in mind



Seeing through the agenda, so I step into the breach
What the 1% wants, 99 don't
COVID-1984: Free thinking is a crime

So I rush forward and speak
The spiral of their silence leads down to the devil, fuck political correctness!
The awakening brother, sister: Voila! Nobody can stop it.
It goes live like 9/11: Finally! People waking up.

[Verse 11: SCHWARZVYCE]

They have us under control (yeah)
No end in sight (nah)
The people are suppressed (yeah)
through politics (yeah)

You're sitting in your crip (yeah)
and want your life back (yeah)
You're not participating any longer (yeah)
You're doing politics now

[Verse 12: SCEP]

I'm not participating, I stay active
On various levels and with style
continue skeptical questioning, evaluate, plan precisely,
waiting for the right time to defeat them.

Lay the trail and you will track them down, you do it, the signs are there
Raise the alarm, arm yourself, destroy the deep state.
Bad karma for the beast, we hunt them down, we're connected like flocks in the sky,
our children are waiting for us to save them, let's go!

[Hook: XAVIER NAIDOO]

I'm not participating
It doesn't make sense, your poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

It doesn't make sense, this poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

[Verse 13: PHIZZO]



I'm not participating, no, never gonna be fascist
Do you seriously believe in TV? Bro, use your brains
Hey king Jens of Neuspahnstein (ref. to Neuschwanstein Castle and the health 
minister Jens Spahn)
which one of us is the public enemy? Thug life!

Praying to God everyday: Let Söder's time end (a politician)
I can no longer see this sickening tunnel vision
Fuck your fearmongering, covid or mad cow disease
If you put your hands on our children I will teach y'all a lesson!

[Verse 14: ANTINORM]

I'm not participating - bro, no way
Antinorm will never go with the flow - okay
killuminati, I take the pen and build bridges
instead of going left or right, the middle is the voice of the suppressed

They want to judge and destroy, poison us with the vaccination
wake up call knowledge, change, act to protect the children
this fake-pandemic makes humanity dumber
NWO, the whole world is in the final stage

[Verse 15: GALSTARR]

I'm not participating, the weight on my spell is heavy
It is against the victim energy of a 'maskface'
Cause it's no longer fun. Cause we stand for the people.
Out of the darkness it's still one of the most effective weapons of the light forces

You get into a heavy conflict
You think the old normal comes back soon and then it's no longer an issue, but nope!
Extensive vaccination? Anyway!
Galstarr is wondering: Can it still be stopped?

[Verse 16: UKVALI]

For God's sake I'm not participating, face up to the devil.
May the children of God never lose their shine.
They want to create something new, want to poison the people's souls.
Since the beginning of time they want to destroy true values.

Establishing wicked paths to make us slaves.
But the resistance movement gets stronger, look we stick together.



I fight against snakes and dragons, against the rulers of the world.
Killuminati, by their fruits you shall know them. Vali

[Hook: XAVIER NAIDOO]

(Oh yeah)
I'm - not - participating
I'm - not - participating - not participating

I'm not participating
It doesn't make sense, your poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating

It doesn't make sense, this poison will never get into our bodies
the brothers, the sisters and me, we dare to take the step:
We're not participating


